
THE MUSIC THAT ACCOMPANIES US FOR GENERATIONS

Guta Moura Guedes tells us about her Christmas

I have always lived surrounded by music. My maternal grandfather, Francisco Alves Gato,

played the Portuguese guitar, accordion,

piano and was the only person in Portugal

capable of playing the large and imposing

carillons of the Mafra National Palace,

where he lived. The Mafra carillons constitute

the largest carillon ensemble in the world - a

reflection of the prosper and opulent times

that characterised the reign of our king João V,

back in the XVII century. In fact, he decided to

acquire two carrilons instead of one, once he heard about their exorbitant price. Simply to

show his power. On the paternal side - the Moura Guedes family - my uncle Justino, my aunt

Tereza and my father all sang wonderfully. I learned to play the piano through the teachings of

my grandfather and my aunt, and singing and playing viola with my Father.

On my first Christmas, when my grandfather was still alive, I would immerse myself in a

magical ritual alongside my family. We always arrived early in Mafra, the historic village where

D. João V had the Palace and Convent built, and in the early afternoon, at our grandparents

house, we would listen to our grandfather rehearsing on the piano. These were songs that he

would later play on the carillon that same

evening for the whole village. As he told us every

Christmas, “when we rehearse at home on the

piano and we make a mistake, only grandmother

Estela and you little ones notice; when we play a

carillon, within a radius of 20 km everyone

listens - and then our mistakes, as well as our

virtues, have an impact on many people”. And

there we were, the grandchildren, very young,

trying to understand this difference between

being private and being public, between leaving

an impression on a lot of people or only a few.

What a responsibility it is to play the carillon, in

a public concert, where the musician is alone in

an endless high tower and everyone hears him

at home or in the streets.



At one point, my grandfather would take the key to the Palace that he had at home - for some

time I thought the Palace was ours because of this - and the older grandchildren, myself

included, would go up with him the endless stairs of the North Tower to see him rehearsing on

a very special musical instrument, meant for carillon

training. And then, as he climbed to the top of the

tower, where the carillon and the bells are, a magical

place, we were taken down, as the sound of the bells

was too loud for us from there.The music was

outwardly; it resonated within the walls and in our

bodies. That's where my interest and fascination with

the relationship between design, architecture and

music began, although I didn't know it at that time.

Then Christmas continued at my grandparents'

house - my uncle Xico would join my grandfather and

together with my family they would play the piano,

accordion and the Portuguese guitar, filling the

evening with songs, between supper and presents.

It was a magical Christmas.

These experiences mark us forever. And during all of the many Christmases that have

happened since I was born, in 1965, all of us in our family - children, grandchildren,

great-grandchildren, some of them who have now become musicians, composers and singers -

always have a piano, a guitar, a viola (and most recently also a computer or an IPad) to

accompany us during our Christmas festivities, making sure the music tradition continues.

My first granddaughter Alice was just born. On the night of December 24, 2021, she will be

three and a half months old and will have her first Christmas. This year we will spend it at the

family house “Quinta da Boa Esperança”, north of Lisbon, where beautiful wines are made and

where we have a grand piano. We will bring guitars and various musical instruments, some of

them very high tech, always quite surprising and inspiring. We will be doing a welcome recital

for Alice, who will soon realise, just as I did , that Christmas can only happen with music.

So it should be for everyone.

Merry Christmas!


